Monday 16th October 2017

To parents and carers of Nursery and Reception Classes,

As you are aware in our Early Years classes your child learns through real life practical experiences. We carry out cooking, tasting, creative and scientific activities linked with our themes throughout the year for which we need extra resources. These resources and experiences have a positive impact on the children’s understanding, as they are able to learn by 'doing' and gain learning experiences that cover all areas of Early Years Foundation Stage. The children also show true enjoyment in these activities as they provide lots of fun.

We are, therefore, asking for a voluntary contribution of £5.00 per parent per term in order for us to be able to continue to provide these resources.

If you are able to contribute, please send the cash into school with your child in a sealed envelope with your child's name and class on the outside.

Thank you very much

Yours faithfully

Miss R Mahoney